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Eff'ect of Chiral Restoration on Kaon Production in Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collisions

C. M. Ko, Z. G. Wu, and L. H. Xia "'

Cyclotron Institute and Physics Department, Texas Ad'cM University, College Station, Texas 77843

G. E. Brown
Physics Department, State University ofNew York, Stony Brook, Stony Brook, New York i l794

(Received 26 April 1990)

Kaon production from meson-meson annihilation is enhanced significantly because of the decrease of
hadron masses in hot and dense matter as a result of the restoration of chiral symmetry. We show that
this can lead to enhanced kaon yield in high-energy heavy-ion collisions.

PACS numbers: 25.70.Np, 11.30.Rd, 21.65.+f

Recently, experiments have been carried out at the
Brookhaven National Laboratory Alternating Gradient
Synchrotron (AGS) to study kaon production from
heavy-ion collisions at an incident energy of 14.5
Gev/nucleon. ' The measured K+/tr+ ratio is about
20% and is more than 4 times that from the proton-
proton interaction at the same energy. There is, howev-
er, no significant increase in the K /tr ratio which
remains about 4% as in the proton-proton interaction.
Of course, enhanced kaon production was first proposed
as a signal for quark-gluon plasma formation, but there
seems to be little possibility of this at the AGS ener-
gies. '

In hadronic models, kaons can be produced from
NN NVK, zN VK, and zz KK. Here, V is a
baryon with strangeness 5 =1. Although the initial ha-
dronic matter has zero net strangeness, the decay of Y to
N+ z via the weak interaction after decoupling from the
hadronic matter destroys the s quark. Kaons therefore
reAect the net strangeness created in the reaction. In the
hydrochemical model, it has been shown that for
reasonable initial density and temperature the K+/tr+
ratio is about 10% if a cross section of about 3 mb is tak-
en for the reaction zz KK. In calculations based on
the transport model, a similar ratio is obtained in Ref. 7
with cY ~g-0.5 mb, while a ratio comparable to the
measured one is found in Ref. 8 with o. + o ~+go—2-3
mb.
In these studies, the elementary kaon production cross

sections for the two processes NN NVK and zN
YK are extracted from empirical data ' and should

be quite reliable. The process xx KK has recently
been analyzed in detail by Lohse et al. '' They have
found that its cross section is appreciable only in the
isospin-zero channel, where tT(I=O)—9 mb in the re-
gion of the center-of-mass energy s =1-1.4 GeV. Iso-&/2

spin averaging introduces, however, a factor of 9, so
that the averaged cross section is cY ~g—1 mb. The
cross sections used in Refs. 6-8 are thus not unreason-
able.
According to the transport model, ' the central densi-

ty and excitation energy in the initial stage of the col-
lision exceed 6po and 1.5 Gev/fm, respectively, where

po is the normal nuclear matter density. Based on the
chiral model for the meson-nucleon interaction, it has
been shown that the restoration of chiral symmetry at
high density and temperature would lead to the reduc-
tion of hadron masses. ' '" Typical pion energies in the
E802 experiment at the AGS are about that of the free
kaon mass, so that there is little phase space for the reac-
tion zx KK. The phase space increases rapidly with
decreasing kaon mass. The cross section for kaon pro-
duction in hot and dense hadronic matter will thus be
substantially enhanced. This eAect has not been con-
sidered in previous studies.
A fundamental approach to the density and tempera-

ture dependence of hadron masses requires the solution
of quantum chromodynamics (QCD). Although lattice
calculations have not reached the stage where reliable re-
sults can be obtained, the QCD sum-rule method' has
confirmed the results of the chiral model that hadron
masses decrease with increasing density and temperature
and give indications that they may vanish when the
chiral symmetry is restored at the critical density and
temperature. The temperature dependence of hadron
masses can be approximately parametrized by [1 —(T/
T, ) ]",where T, is the critical temperature at which the
hadronic matter transforms into the quark-gluon plasma
and is about 195 MeV according to chiral perturbation
theory. ' The exponent n has a value about —,

' from the
QCD sum-rule approach' and about —,

' in the chiral
models. ' For our exploratory study, we shall take
n = —,

' . In Ref. 18, the dependence of hadron masses on
the nuclear density pz has been parametrized and is
given by 1 —(X/2)ptv/po. With X=0.3, such density-
dependent eN'ective hadron masses can consistently ex-
plain recent experimental results on the scattering of
kaons, ' protons, and electrons ' oA the nucleus.
Taking both the density and temperature dependence

into account simply by multiplying the eftects, we can
write the ratio of the hadron mass m* in the medium to
its value m in free space as

2 fl
PN

2 po
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Kaon production from hot and dense matter formed in heapy-ion collisions

G. E. Brown
Physics Department, State University of 1Vew Fork at Stony Brook, Stony Brook, Xew Fork 11794

C. M. Ko, Z. G. Wu, and L. H. Xia'
Cyclotron Institute and Physics Department, Texas 3&M University, College Station, Texas 77843

(Received 19 September 1990)

In heavy-ion collisions, kaons can be produced from baryon-baryon, meson-baryon, and meson-
meson interactions. Simple meson-exchange models are introduced to study kaon production from
these processes in the free space. These models are then extended to determine kaon production in
hot, dense nuclear matter by taking into account the decreasing hadron masses as a result of the res-
toration of chiral symmetry and the condensation of kaons. We find that the cross sections for kaon
production from all three processes are enhanced. In particular, the effect of decreasing hadron
masses on kaon production from the meson-meson annihilation is most significant. In the hydro-
chemical model for heavy-ion collisions, we demonstrate that the observed enhancement of kaon
yield in high-energy heavy-ion collisions can be explained if the medium effect is included.

I. INTRODUCTION

High-energy heavy-ion collisions offer the possibility of
creating a high-density nuclear matter in the initial stage
of the collision. According to transport models, the nu-
clear matter density can reach about 3po, where po is the
normal nuclear matter density, at the Bevalac energies of
up to 2 GeV/nucleon. ' Moving up to the alternating-
gradient synchrotron (AGS) energies of about 15
GeV/nucleon, the initial density is even higher and the
central density exceeds 6po. The creation of such a
high-density matter is naturally accompanied by high ex-
citations. Although an equilibrium state may not be
achieved due to the finite size of the colliding systems, it
is helpful to use the concept of temperature to describe
qualitatively the excitation. The temperature of the ini-
tial high-density matter is then about 50—100 MeV at the
Bevalac energies' and about 150—200 MeV at the AGS
energies. In such a hot, dense nuclear matter, one ex-
pects that not only the properties of hadrons but also
their interactions are modified. There are already some
studies on the medium effect on the nucleon-nucleon in-
teraction. It has been found that the nucleon-nucleon
cross section increases substantially with the density.
Also, works have been carried out in studying dilepton
production from pion-pion annihilation in heavy-ion col-
lisions to see how the medium-modified pions affect its
production rate.
Because of the conservation of strangeness, kaons will

not be absorbed by the nuclear matter after creation and
therefore carry information on their production mecha-
nism. At the Bevalac energies, kaon production is mainly
through the process BB—+BYK, where B, Y, and K stand
for baryons, hyperons, and kaons, respectively. ' '" The
process n.B~YK from the interaction of secondary pions
with baryons gives only about 25% of the total contribu-
tion while the process mm ~KK from pion-pion annihila-
tion is negligible. ' ' Kaon production from nuclear re-

actions has also been studied at the AGS energies. ' '
The measured E+/sr+ ratio is about 4% from the p+ Be
interaction and is similar to that from the proton-proton
interaction at the same energy. This is consistent with
the assumption that the dominant process is BB~BYK
In the p-Au interaction, this ratio is increased to about
10% and the peak of the kaon rapidity distribution is also
shifted from the nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass rapidity
towards that of the target. This implies that the contri-
bution from the secondary process m.B~YK becomes im-
portant. For heavy-ion collisions such as Si+Au, this ra-
tio increases to about 20% and strongly suggests the need
for the contribution from mm —+KK. On the other hand,
the K /m ratio remains about 4% for both proton and
nucleus induced reactions.
The enhanced kaon production can, of course, be ex-

plained if one assumes that a quark-gluon plasma is
formed in the initial stage of the collision. ' ' From the
analysis of the rapidity and transverse energy distribu-
tions of measured particles, the extracted energy density
seems to be lower than that expected for the formation of
the quark-gluon plasma. ' '
In the hadronic scenario, both thermal and transport

models have been used to study kaon production in high-
energy heavy-ion collisions. Using the hydrochemical
model, it has been shown that, for reasonable initial den-
sity and temperature, the E+/rr+ ratio is only about
10% if a cross section of about 3 mb is taken for the pro-
cess mm~KK. ' In calculations based on the transport
model, a similar ratio is obtained if o. zz is taken to
be 0.5 mb and a ratio comparable to the measured one is
found in Ref. 21 with cr zz -2—3 rnb. In both trans-
port calculations, the dominant contribution is from
BB~BYK and somewhat more pions appear to be pro-
duced by this process in Ref. 21.
In these studies, the elementary kaon production cross

sections for the two processes BB~BYK and ~B~YK
are extracted from empirical data' ' and should be quite
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it is shown that collective scalar and vector fields may affect panicle spectra in heavy-ion collisions at the AGS energies. In 
model calculations we find that in particular the slope parameter of antiprotons is changed considerably leading to a lower appar- 
ent temperature than that of protons in qualitative agreement with preliminary experimental data. 

In the relativist ic formulat ion of  nuclear physics 
[ 1 ], the self-energy of  a nucleon in nuclear mat ter  is 
different from that of  a free nucleon because of  the 
combined  effects of  the scalar and vector fields. The 
scalar field reduces the nucleon mass and thus is at- 
t ract ive whereas the vector field gives rise to a repul- 
sive potential.  Both potentials are comparat ively large 
in magni tude and are roughly propor t ional  to the nu- 
clear density. F rom G-pari ty t ransformat ion one can 
obtain the self-energy of  an ant ipro ton  from that of  a 
proton by simply changing the sign of  the vector field. 
The energy o f  a pair  of  protons and ant iprotons  in the 
nuclear medium is thus lower than that in free space 
as only the at t ract ive scalar part o f  the self-energy 
contributes.  This reduces the threshold for ant ipro-  
ton product ion in the nuclear  medium and one there- 
fore expects an enhancement  of  an t ipro ton  produc-  
tion from heavy-ion collisions. 

Motivated by the above argument,  Carroll et al. [ 2 ] 
have carried out experiments at the Bevalac for heavy- 
ion collisions at an incident  energy of  2.1 G e V / n u -  
cleon. This energy is much below the threshold, about 
5.6 GeV, for an t ipro ton  product ion in the nuc leon-  
nucleon collision. Indeed, the observed number  of  
an t ipro tons  is many orders  of  magni tude larger than 

that expected from estimates based on the first-chance 
collision model  [3] .  This result is encouraging but  
studies based on thermal [4,5] and mult iple  colli- 
sion [6] models  without the medium effect taking 
into considerat ion can also account for much of  the 
enhancement  o f an t ip ro ton  yield. 

Ant ipro tons  were also measured at the AGS heavy- 
ion exper iments  by Costales et al. [ 7 ] at an incident  
energy of  14.5 GeV/nuc leon  which is above the 
threshold. The measured number  of  ant iprotons  is, 
however, an order  of  magni tude smaller  than that es- 
t imated from the Fr i t io f  model  which is essentially a 
first-chance collision model. This result implies that 
it is impor tant  to take into account the annihi la t ion 
of  ant iprotons  by the hadronic  mat ter  [ 8]. The sur- 
prising feature of  the AGS experiment is that the slope 
parameter  for the ant iproton spectrum (about  140 
MeV) is much smaller than that for the proton (about  
215 MeV).  This seems to be in contradic t ion with 
what one expects from the mult iple collision model. 

In this articlc, wc suggest that  the difference be- 
tween the slope parameters  of  the proton and anti- 
proton is a consequence of  the mean fields which act 
differently on nucleons and antinucleons.  Whereas 
scalar and vector potentials  cancel each other  in the 
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Medium effects on kaon and antikaon spectra in heavy-ion collisions

X. S. Fang and C. M. Ko
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(Received 3 November 1992)

In the linear chiral perturbation theory, both kaon and antikaon masses decrease in dense matter.
There is also a repulsive vector potential for the kaon and an attractive one for the antikaon. With
these eÃects included in the relativistic transport model, it is found that the slope parameter of
the kaon kinetic energy distribution is larger than that of the antikaon. This is consistent with the
experimental data from heavy-ion collisions in the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron experiments
at Brookhaven.
PACS number(s): 25.75.+r

where flc 93 MeV is the kaon decay constant and
N denotes the nucleon field. The effective scalar field
couples to the kaon with a "coupling constant" equal to
half the KN sigma term ZKN, i.e.,

6L = 2Z SKK. (2)

When combined with the kaon mass term m 21cKK/2 in
the free field Lagrangian it gives an effective kaon mass
mK

In relativistic heavy-ion collisions, nuclear matter can
be compressed to densities which are many times that of
normal nuclei. This has recently generated great interest
in theoretical studies of hadron properties under extreme
conditions [1]. It was suggested [2, 3] that a novel form of
dense matter, charged kaon condensation, would occur in
dense nuclear matter. Because of the explicit chiral sym-
metry breaking, nucleons act on the kaon as an effective
scalar field

NN
2 7

(¹Is[N) = (NluulN) and by taking (N[ss[N) = 0.
With m, = 25 "2 ' and the pion-nucleon sigma term
Z N = "+2 '(N[au + dd~N) 46MeV, we find
300MeV & ZKN & 600MeV, and thus

2.5po ( pc ( 5po
The decrease of the kaon efrective mass in the nuclear

matter may be important in understanding the enhance-
ment of kaon production in heavy-ion experiments [5,
6]. We note, however, that the critical density estimated
above will be modified by the energy dependence of the
KN scattering amplitude. A similar effect has been
shown to lead to the suppression of the reduced pion
effective mass in dense matter [7]. But we believe that
the kaon mass eventually will reduce to the mass of the
strange quark (plus that of the up or down quark) at high
densities when the chiral symmetry is restored. This is in-
deed demonstrated in studies with efI'ective Lagrangians
which include broken scale and chiral invariance [8].
There is also a vector interaction in the chiral La-

grangian. For an N = Z system, it can be reduced to

e2 2 gKN (S) (3)
0Iv = — 2 iNp NK gt K.SN

This can be rewritten as

pai' '
rnIc = rnlc [

1—
p. ) (4)

in terms of the critical density p, for kaon condensation
which is given by

p. = ferne/~2 KN

The KN sigma term Z is defined by
Z~N = —,'(~„+m, )(N[uu+ Ss[N)

(5)

(6)

with m„and m, being, respectively, the up and strange
quark masses. There is considerable uncertainty in the
strangeness content of the nucleon [4], but the lower
and upper limits on p, can be obtained by taking

This leads to a repulsive vector potential for a kaon in
nuclear matter [9]

3 1 g~
KN 8g2 pB —3 2 pB ~

JK m

The second equality is obtained by using the KFSR re-
lation m~ = 2~2f~g~ and the SU(3) relation g = 3g~.
We see that the kaon-nucleon vector-exchange mean-field
potential is just 1/3 of the nucleon-nucleon mean-field po-
tential V = (g~/m~)p~, commonly used in the Waiecka
theory of nucleon-nucleon interactions [10]. This poten-
tial becomes attractive for the antikaon.
The difference in the sign of the vector potential for the

kaon and the antikaon can also be understood in terms of
their quark content. The quark content of a kaon is (qS)
and of an antikaon is (qs), where q and q denote the light
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Enhancement of Low-Mass Dileptons in Heavy Ion Collisions

G. Q. Li, ' C.M. Ko, ' and G. E. Brown
'Cyclotron Institute and Physics Department, Texas AdzM University, College Station, Texas 77843

Department of Physics, State University of New York, Stony Brook, New York 11794
(Received 24 April 1995; revised manuscript received 14 July 1995)

Using a relativistic transport model for the expansion stage of S + Au collisions at
200 GeV/nucleon, we show that the recently observed enhancement of low-mass dileptons by the
CERES Collaboration can be explained by the decrease of vector meson masses in hot and dense
hadronic matter.

PACS numbers: 25.75.+r, 24. 10.Jv

Based on the broken scale invariance of QCD, Brown
and Rho have shown that the masses of nonstrange vector
mesons should be reduced in dense matter [1,2]. This is
supported by studies using the QCD sum rules [3]. Exper-
imentally, this can be verified by measuring the dileptons
produced from heavy ion collisions. Since dileptons are
not subject to the strong final-state interactions associated
with hadronic observables, they are the most promising
probe of the properties of hot dense matter formed in the
initial stage of high energy heavy ion collisions [4]. In-
deed, our recent study has shown that in heavy ion col-
lisions at the heavy ion synchrotron of the Gesellschaft
fiir Schwerionenforschung Darmstadt m.b.H. (GSI SIS)
energies significant differences exist between the dilep-
ton spectra with and without medium modifications of the
masses and widths of vector mesons [5]. In particular,
we have found that the rho peak from pion-pion annihi-
lation shifts to around 550 MeV, and its height increases
by about a factor of 4. A similar calculation has been
carried out in relativistic quantum molecular dynamics
(RQMD) [6]. Using the in-medium rho meson mass from
the QCD sum rules, a shift in the rho meson peak in the
dilepton spectrum is also seen in heavy ion collisions at
Brookhaven National Laboratory alternating gradient syn-
chrotron energies.
Dileptons have been measured at Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory Bevalac by the DLS Collaboration [7] in
heavy-ion collisions at incident energy around 1 GeV/
nucleon. Theoretical studies have shown that the observed
dileptons with invariant masses above about 450 MeV are
mainly from pion-pion annihilation [8,9]. Unfortunately,
statistics are not good enough in the Bevalac experiments
to give definite information on the in-medium vector
meson properties. However, similar experiments with
vastly improved statistics have been planned at GSI SIS
by the HADES Collaboration [10].
For heavy-ion collisions at the CERN SPS energies, hot

and dense matter is also formed in the initial stage of the
collisions. We expect that medium effects will also lead to
a shift in the vector meson peaks in the dilepton invariant
mass spectra. Experiments from both the HELIOS-3 [11]
and CERES [12] Collaborations have shown that there
is an excess of dileptons with invariant masses between

250 MeV and 1 GeV over those known and expected
sources which cannot be explained by uncertainties and
errors of the normalization procedures [13]. Calculations
based on the quark-gluon scenario have not been able
to account for the observed enhancement of low-mass
dileptons [14]. In this Letter, we shall show that the
modification of vector meson properties in medium can
explain the enhancement of dileptons in this mass region.
To study this quantitatively, we generalize the relativis-

tic transport model [15,16], which is based on the non-
linear rr-co model for the nuclear matter [17], to describe
the expansion of a hot dense fire cylinder formed in the
S + Au collisions at 200 GeV/nucleon. The initial con-
ditions of this fire cylinder are determined by fitting the
final pion and proton rapidity distributions and transverse
momentum spectra after the full dynamical evolution of
the system to available experimental data.
To describe reasonably the proton and pion rapidity

distributions requires that about 100 baryons (32 from the
projectile and 68 from the target) are in the fire cylinder
which then has a rapidity y, = 2.65. We include all
baryon resonances with masses below 1720 MeV and
also the lowest-lying hyperons, such as the lambda and
sigma. Initially, these baryons are uniformly distributed
in a fire cylinder whose cross section is taken to be about
40 fm, similar to the geometrical cross section of the
projectile nucleus. If we further assume that the initial
baryon density is about 4po (po = 0.16 fm ), then the
longitudinal length 2zL of the fire cylinder is found to be
3.9 fm. For mesons, we include pions, rhos, and omegas,
as well as kaons and antikaons. In the earlier stage of
heavy-ion collisions preceding our initial fire cylinder,
mesons are expected to be copiously produced either from
string fragmentation as in the RQMD [6] or from the
hadronization of a quark-gluon plasma as in Ref. [14].
They can also be produced from processes like nucleon-
antinucleon annihilation in a chirally restored phase [18].
The initial abundance of mesons in the fire cylinder is
determined by requiring that the final pion number agrees
with the measured value and will be specified later. We
neglect in the present Letter the isospin asymmetry of
the colliding nuclei and assume that all charged states of
hadrons are equally populated.

0031-9007/95/75(22)/4007(4)$06. 00 1995 The American Physical Society 4007
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FIG. l. Soft (solid curve) and stifF (dashed curve) equa-
tions of state of nuclear matter corresponding to the param-
eters listed in Table I.

tion for all test particles:

(9)

(10)

NNmNN, NL-+NB, DLmLL,

where p is nuclear matter density.
The in-medium two-body collisions are treated in the

same way as in cascade model [29] and Vlasov-Uehling-
Uhlenbeck (VUU) model [30]. The following elastic and
inelastic processes are included:

NN + Nb„Nb, —I NN.

For NN ~ NN and NN ~ Nb, , the isospin-averaged
nucleon-nucleon cross sections in free space [29,30) are
used. The cross sections for NL —+ NA and LA -+ LA
are ass»med to be the same as that for NN ~ NN at the
same center-of-mass energy. The cross section for NL...-.+
NN is determined from the detailed balance relation [31].
Deltas are also propagated according to Eqs. (9) and (10)
with their self-energies taken to be similar to the nucleon
self-energies.
Finally, the pion degree of freedom is introduced via

delta decay, i.e., b, -+ n N. The inverse process xN ~ 6
is also included to take into account the pion absorption.
Pious are assumed to propagate as free particles in the
hadronic matter. As we shall show later, antiprotons are
produced mainly from Nh and b,h interactions. To cal-
culate the antiproton yield in nucleus-nucleus collisions
requires thus the proper treatment of both delta forma-
tions and decays.
Due to the strong annihilation effect in antiproton-

nucleus scatterings, the mean-Beld potential of an an-
tiproton inside a nucleus is not well known empirically.
However, in the mean-field approximation the antinu-
cleon self-energies can be obtained from the G-parity
transformation, or charge conjugation, of the nucleon
self-energies [32]. Since the scalar field remains un-
changed under the G-parity transformation, the antipro-
ton mass in the mediu~ is similar to the nucleon mass
and thus decreases with increasing density (see Fig. 2).
This reduces the threshold for antiproton production in
the nuclear medium and leads to an enhanced produc-
tion of the primordial antiprotons in nucleus-nucleus col-
lisions. The vector potential acting on the antiproton
has, however, an opposite sign from that for nucleons and
is thus negative. We show in Fig. 3 the density depen-
dence of the antiproton scalar and vector (the timelike
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FIG. 2. The density dependence of the nucleon efFective
mass corresponding to the soft (solid curve) and stiff (dashed
curve) equations of state.

FIG. 3. The antiproton scalar (solid curves) and vector
(dashed curves) potentials corresponding to the soft equations
of state.
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"  Kaons)and)an5kaons:)Chiral)effec8ve)Lagrangian)→)repulsive)poten8al)for)kaons))
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Figure 3: Kaon yield (left panel) and flow (right panel) in heavy ion
collisions. The solid and dotted curves are results from transport model
calculations with and without kaon mean-field potential, respectively.
[The data are from refs. [89, 90].]
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tikaons [96] are shown. It is seen that the data on subthreshold K− pro-
duction [99] support the existence of an attractive antikaon mean-field
potential. For the K− flow, there only exist very preliminary data from
the FOPI collaboration (J. Ritman, personal communication), which
seem to show that the K−’s have a positive flow rather an antiflow,
again consistent with an attractive antikaon mean-field potential.

Figure 4: Antikaon yield (left panel) and flow (right panel) in heavy ion
collisions. The solid and dotted curves are results from transport model
calculations with and without kaon mean-field potential, respectively.
[The data are from ref. [99].]

We conclude this section on kaons by pointing out that the properties
of kaons in matter are qualitatively described in chiral perturbation
theory. Some of the effects comes from the Weinberg-Tomozawa vector
type interaction, which contributes because contrary to the pion the
kaon has only one light quark. To explain the experimental data on
kaon subthreshold production and flow in heavy ion collisions requires
an additional attractive scalar interaction. The latter is related to the

€ 

⇒ U
K

= 20 MeV,U
K 

= −120 MeV at ρ
0
= 0.16 fm-3

stage of the reaction at time t!5 fm/c and the rescattering
of the kaons with the nucleons in the dense matter thus
causes them to flow in the direction of the nucleons.
We shall now demonstrate the effect of inclusion of kaon

potentials on the K0 flow. Using the kaon potential deter-
mined from the impulse approximation, the K0’s are repelled
from the nucleons resulting in antiflow with respect to the
nucleons !see Fig. 2". However, the #px$ for kaons is found
to underestimate the data as in Ref. %28&. In fact, theoretical
calculations %29& have shown that the simple impulse ap-
proximation also underestimates experimental kaon-nucleus
scattering data. The scalar-vector potential clearly has a
stronger density dependence compared to the impulse ap-
proximation !see inset of Fig. 2" since the vector potential
dominates over the scalar potential at densities above the
normal nuclear matter value. The kaon flow predicted from
the scalar-vector potential is found to have strikingly good
agreement with the Ks

0 flow data as seen in Fig. 2. Although
the final kaon flow is opposite to the proton flow, the primor-
dial kaons flow with the nucleons up to the maximum com-
pression stage of the collision, and their #px$ values are
nearly identical irrespective of the kaon potential employed.
This stems from the fact that at the early stage of the colli-
sion the density gradient inside the participant matter is
rather small and as a consequence the force acting on the
kaon during its propagation is negligible. The potential !or
baryonic density" gradient is substantial only during the ex-
pansion of the system so that the kaon potential could then

effectively repel the K0’s away from the nucleons. This sug-
gests that at the AGS energies, kaon flow may provide infor-
mation about the kaon dispersion relation for densities below
'4(0. Since the kaons produced in the ultradense stage
mostly travel with nucleons, the kaon flow is expected to be
sensitive to its formation time. This effect is illustrated in
Fig. 2 for the scalar-vector potential where the kaon forma-
tion time ) fo

K is set to zero. The early production of K0 then
leads to larger rescattering in the initial stage of the reaction.
Consequently, the antiflow of K0’s is slightly suppressed es-
pecially near midrapidity. It is worth mentioning that the
scalar-vector potential has been successful in reproducing
several data at GSI energies of 1 –2 A GeV %9&.
Additional insight into the origin of the transverse flow

may be gained by considering the azimuthal angular distri-
bution dN/d* of the kaons at midrapidity by means of the
Fourier expansion %30,31&

dN
d*

"v0%1#2v1 cos*#2v2 cos!2*"#•••& . !4"

Here v0 is the normalization constant, and the Fourier coef-
ficients v1"#cos*$"#px /pt$ represent the directed flow and
v2"#cos(2*)$"#(px

2$py
2)/pt

2$, referred to as the elliptic flow
%32&, reflects the azimuthal asymmetry of the emitted par-
ticles. While v2%0 indicates in-plane enhancement, v2&0
suggests a squeeze-out orthogonal to the reaction plane.
In Fig. 3 we depict the pt dependence of v1, dubbed as

differential flow, for midrapidity K0 (!y /y c.m.!&0.3) without
any kaon mean field and with the inclusion of scalar-vector
kaon potentials. The results are for semicentral (b"6 fm)
Au#Au collisions at 6A GeV which can describe equally
well the flow data. In the absence of a kaon potential, v1 is
found to be almost zero at low pt but has a large positive
value at high pt . The low-pt kaons are produced mostly in

FIG. 2. The kaon directed transverse flow #px$ as a function of
normalized rapidity y /y c.m. in Au#Au collisions at Ebeam
"6A GeV. The filled circles are the E895 data while the other
curves correspond to ART model calculations (b!7 fm and pt
+700 MeV/c) without kaon mean field potential and with kaon
dispersion relations obtained from impulse approximation and
scalar-vector potential. For the latter kaon potential, results with
zero kaon formation time ) fo

K are also shown. The inset shows the
density dependence of the kaon potential UK at zero momentum
obtained in the impulse approximation and scalar-vector potential.

FIG. 3. The transverse momentum dependence of the directed
flow v1 for midrapidity protons and kaons without and with a kaon
scalar-vector potential. The results are for Au(6A GeV)#Au colli-
sions at an impact parameter of 6 fm.
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Particle and Anti-Particle v2 vs. !sNN 

STAR Preliminary 

STAR Preliminary 

STAR Preliminary 

Below  !sNN = 11.5 GeV:   
    v2( baryon)  > v2(anti-baryon)  and v2( $+) < v2($-)  

A. Schmah, STAR QM2011 

Par5cle)and)an5par5cle)ellip5c)flows)at)RHIC)

9)

" )Par8cle)and)an8par8cle)ellip8c)flows)become)significantly)different)below))
)))s1/2NN)<)11.5)GeV:)v2(baryon))>)v2(an8$baryon),)v2(K+))>)v2(K$),)and)v2(π+))<)v2(π$).))
" )PT$integrated)rela8ve)v2)difference)between)par8cles)and)an8par8cles:)63%,))))
)))44%,)and)12%)for)(p,)pbar),)53%,)25%,)and)7%)for)(Λ,)Λbar),)13%,)3%,)and)1%)for))))
)))(K+,K$),))$15%,)$10%,)and)$3%)for)(π+,π$))at)7.7,)11.5,)and)39)GeV.)

STAR results from beam energy scan program 3
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Figure 2. (Color online) Top panel: v2 of p, p̄ and π± vs. pT in minimum bias
Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN = 7.7, 11.5, 39 GeV. Bottom left panel: Percentage

difference between v2 of particles and anti-particles. Bottom right panel: v2/ncq vs.
(mT −m0)/ncq for 0-80% Au+Au collisions at 11.5 GeV [12].

for minimum bias (0-80%) Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 7.7, 11.5 and 39 GeV [12]. To

avoid autocorrelations we calculated the event plane (EP) in two separated hemispheres

with an η-gap of 0.05 on each side. Differences are observed in the v2 of particles and

anti-particles, which increases as the beam energy decreases. The percentage difference
relative to v2 of the particle is also shown in Fig. 2 as a function of

√
sNN. We find that

v2(anti-baryons) < v2(baryons), which could be due to high net-baryon density matter

at midrapidity. The v2(K−) < v2(K+) for
√
sNN = 7.7 and 11.5 GeV. This could be due

toK− absorption in the medium, K−–nucleon potential is attractive, or could be related

to dominance of associated production of kaons. The v2(π−) > v2(π+), this could be due

the coulomb repulsion of π− by the midrapidity protons or due to contributions from
resonance decays or could be due to chiral magnetic effect [13]. The difference in particle

and anti-particle v2 also suggests that the number of constituent quark (ncq) scaling for

all particle species (including nuclei) as observed at top RHIC energies [14] are no longer

valid at these lower energies. Figure 2 also shows the v2 for identified particles scaled

by ncq as a function of (mT −m0)/ncq. Where mT is the transverse mass of a hadron

with mass m0. We observe that φ-meson v2 drops off the common trend followed by



Possible)explana5ons)for)different)par5cle)and)an5par5cle)ellip5c)flows)

"  Transport)versus)produced)par5cles)[Dunlop,)Lisa)&)Sorensen,)PRC)84,)044914)(2011)]:)
))))Larger)ellip8c)flow)for)transport)than)for)produced)(an8)par8cles))))))

"  Chiral)magne5c)wave)[Bumier,)Kharzeev,)Liao)&)Yee,)PRL)107,)052303)(2011)]))))

"  Different)par5cle)and)an5par5cle)transport)coefficients)[Greco,)Mitrovski)&)Torrieri,)
))))PRC)86,)044905)(2012)]):)Large)absorp8on)cross)sec8ons)for)an8par8cles)
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µVB
•  Stemming)from)the)coupling))of)the)density))
)))waves)of)electric)and)chiral)charge)induced))
)))by)the)axial)anomaly)in)the)presence)of)an))
)))external)magne8c)field))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

)))→)Electric)quadrupole)moment)in)QGP))
)))→)radial)flow)leads)to)decreasing)posi8ve)hadron))
))))))))and)increasing)nega8ve)hadron)ellip8c)flows))
)))→)v2(π+))<)v2(π$))

• )Effects)on)p)and)))))as)well)as)K+)and)K$)are)masked)by)different)absorp8on)cross)sec8ons)

negative hadrons, and decrease the elliptic flow of positive
hadrons, leading to vþ

2 < v"
2 as demonstrated in Fig. 3.

However, the large differences in the absorption cross
sections of antiprotons and protons, and of negative and
positive kaons in hadronic matter at finite baryon density,
are likely to mask or reverse this difference in the hadron
resonance ‘‘afterburner’’ phase of a heavy ion collision. On
the other hand, the smaller difference in the absorption
cross sections of negative and positive pions potentially
may make it possible to detect the electric quadrupole
moment of the plasma through the difference of elliptic
flows of pions, v2ð!þÞ< v2ð!"Þ.

The effect can be estimated by noting that a strong radial
flow aligns the momenta of the emitted hadrons along the
direction of the radial flow (see Fig. 3). The asymmetry of
the electric charge distribution in the expanding plasma is
then translated into the asymmetry in the azimuthal distri-
bution of the positive and negative hadrons:

Nþð"Þ " N"ð"Þ /
Z

j0eðR;"ÞRdR: (8)

This asymmetry has a 0th Fourier harmonic (monopole)
originating from a nonzero net charge density:

!# e ¼
Z

RdRd"j0e;B¼0ðR;"Þ: (9)

In addition there is a 2nd harmonic (quadrupole) of the
form 2qe cosð2"Þ due to the CMW contribution:

qe ¼
Z

RdRd" cosð2"Þ½j0eðR;"Þ " j0e;B¼0ðR;"Þ': (10)

The ratio of the two r ( 2qe
!#e
can be used to parametrize the

asymmetry in the azimuthal distributions of positive and
negative hadrons:

Nþð"Þ " N"ð"Þ ¼ ð !Nþ " !N"Þ½1" r cosð2"Þ'; (11)

where !N) are the multiplicities of positive and negative
hadrons. Therefore the hadron azimuthal distributions in-
cluding the ‘‘usual’’ elliptic flow are

dN)
d"

¼ N)½1þ 2v2 cosð2"Þ'

* !N)½1þ 2v2 cosð2"Þ + A)r cosð2"Þ': (12)

In the second line we assume that both v2 and the charge
asymmetry A) ( ð !Nþ " !N"Þ=ð !Nþ þ !N"Þ are small.
The elliptic flow therefore becomes charge dependent:

v)
2 ¼ v2 +

rA)
2

: (13)

The magnitude of the effect: Numerical simulation.—As
described above, we have computed the evolution of the
right and left chiral components of the u and d quarks
according to Eq. (3) (at zero rapidity) in a static plasma.
For simplicity, we assume the temperature to be uniform
within the almond. At the boundary of the plasma, the
chiral symmetry is broken and therefore we set v$ ¼ 0.
In the transverse (with respect to the magnetic field) direc-
tion, we assume a diffusion with a diffusion constant
DT estimated [25] as DT ¼ ð2!TÞ"1 within the Sakai-
Sugimoto model. The difference in the elliptic flows of
positive and negative pions is given, within our approxi-
mation, by Eq. (13). In Fig. 4 we present the ratio r ¼
2qe= !#e as a function of impact parameter b at different
times. In this computation we took the impact parameter
dependence of the magnetic field from [3], with the maxi-
mal value eBjmax ¼ m2

!. To convert this ratio into the
difference of the elliptic flows of positive and negative
pions according to Eq. (13), we also have to estimate the
electric charge asymmetry A) in the quark-gluon plasma
that varies between 0 and 1. We do this using the baryon
chemical potential and temperature at freeze-out extracted
[30] from the data and evaluating the yields of baryons
and charged mesons; for the energy of

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 11 GeV we

FIG. 3 (color online). Schematic demonstration of the CMW-
induced electric quadrupole deformation carried by strong
radial flow.

2 4 6 8
b fm

10 4

0.001

0.01

r

FIG. 4 (color online). The normalized electric quadrupole mo-
ment r, eBjmax ¼ m2

!, T ¼ 165 MeV.
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" )Baryon)charge,)strangeness)and)isospin)conserva5ons)[Steinheimer,)Koch)&))))
)))Bleicher,)PRC)86,)044903)(2012)]:)Decreasing)pbar/p)ra8o)with)radial)distance)))

" )Different)par5cle)and)an5par5cle)poten5als)[Xu,)Chen,)Lin)&)Ko,)PRC)85,)041901(R)))
))))(2012)]:)Repulsive)poten8al)for)par8cles)and)ahrac8ve)poten8al)for)an8par8cles)

" )Different)quark)and)an5quark)poten5als)[Song,)Plumari,)Greco,)Ko)&Li,)arXiv:1211.5511))
)))[nucl$th]]:)Repulsive)vector)poten8al)for)quarks)and)ahrac8ve)one)for)an8quarks)
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Hadron)density)evolu5ons)in)AMPT))

Adjus8ng)parton)scahering)cross)sec8on)and)ending)8me)of)partonic)stage)to))
approximately)reproduce)measured)ellip8c)flows)and)extracted)hadronic)energy)
density)(~)0.35)GeV/fm3):)isotropic)cross)sec8ons)of)3,)6)and)10)mb,)and)parton)
ending)8me)of)3.5,)2.6,)2.9)fm/c)for)s1/2NN=)7.7,)11.5,)and)39)GeV,)respec8vely)

" )Increasing)baryon)and)decreasing)an8baryon)densi8es)with)decreasing)energy))
" )Increasing)neutron)density)with)decreasing)energy,)but)small)isospin)asymmetry))
)))(δ=0.02))due)to)produc8on)of)Λ)hyperon)and)pions)
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PT%integrated)par5cle)and)an5par5cle)ellip5c)flow)difference)))
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)))small)effects.)
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)))rela8ve)v2)difference)between)p))
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" )Compared)to)experimental)values)
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S. Plumari et al. / Physics Letters B 689 (2010) 18–22 21

Fig. 2. Left: Average elliptic flow as a function of time for Au + Au collisions in the mid-rapidity region |y| < 1 at b = 7 fm. Right: time evolution of the average transverse
momentum for the same case as in the left panel. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this Letter.)

chiral phase transition, but they simply acquire the mass of the
quarks not contributing to its determination according to the NJL
model. The justification for this choice relies on the quasi-particle
models that are fitted to lQCD thermodynamics [35,36]. One finds
a similar behavior of M(T ) for both gluons and quarks approxi-
mately. Of course for a more quantitative calculation a more careful
treatment would be needed but it is not relevant to the main
objective of the present seminal work, considering also that any-
way the NJL model cannot be used for an accurate quantitative
study.

In Fig. 2(left) it is shown the time evolution of the average ellip-
tic flow ⟨v2⟩ for a constant transport cross section of σtr = 10 mb
a typical value that is able to reproduce the amount of v2 ob-
served in experiments [20]. Comparing the two solid lines (black
and green) we can see that the NJL mean field cause a decrease of
⟨v2⟩ of about 15%. The reduction of ⟨v2⟩ can be expected con-
sidering that the NJL field produce a scalar attractive field that
at the phase transition results in a gas of massive particles. In
Fig. 3, we show also the elliptic flow at freeze-out as a func-
tion of the transverse momentum pT . One can see that the role
of the mean field even increases with momentum affecting also
particles at a pT quite larger than the energy scale of the scalar
condensate ⟨ψψ̄⟩ ∼ 300 MeV. This is due to the fact that a high-
pT particle collides mainly with the much more abundant parti-
cles in the bulk. These have an average momentum comparable to
the strength of the scalar field: pT ∼ 2T ∼ Mc . Therefore the ef-
fect of the scalar field extends thanks to collisions into a range
quite larger than one would naively think and the interplay be-
tween collisions and mean field is fundamental. We find that the
presence of an NJL-field that drives the chiral phase transition sup-
press the v2(pT ) by about 20% at pT > 1 GeV. This would imply
the need of a parton scattering cross section σtr even larger than
that estimated with the cascade model which was already quite
larger than the pQCD estimates [25,37]. On the other hand the
mean field modifies both the local entropy density reduced by the
mass generation, and the shear viscosity that increases as shown
in Fig. 1(right). Therefore even if the cross section is the same with
and without the NJL field the system evolves with a different η/s.
Considering that one of the main goal is to determine the η/s of
the QGP we have investigated what is the action of the mean field
once the η/s of the system is fixed to be the same by mean of the
cross section renormalization according to Eq. (8). Therefore we
have run simulations with and without the NJL-field but keeping
constant locally the η/s.

Fig. 3. As in Fig. 2 for the elliptic flow as a function of pT . (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this Letter.)

The results for 4πη/s = 1 are shown by dashed lines in Figs. 2
and 3, the (black) dashed line is the case with only the collision
term (cascade) while the (green) dashed line is the case with the
field. We can see that once the η/s is fixed there is essentially no
difference in the calculations with and without a field dynamics
included. This is seen for both the average ⟨v2⟩ and the v2(pT )
in Figs. 2(left) and 3 respectively. This is a key result that shows
that even in a microscopic approach that distinguishes between
the mean field and the collisional dynamics the v2(pT ) is mainly
driven by the η/s of the fluid. In other words we have found
that in a microscopic approach the η/s is the pertinent parame-
ter and the language of viscous hydrodynamics is appropriate. Of
course this does not mean that v2(pT ) in the transport theory is
the same of the viscous hydrodynamics one, but that, and even
more importantly, the direct relation between v2(pT ) and η/s is
quite general and their relation is not modified by the NJL field
dynamics. We have checked that this is valid also at other impact
parameter (b = 3,5,9 fm) and for larger η/s up to π−1. This is of
course very important for the determination of η/s by mean of the
data on elliptic flow and confirms the validity of the studies pur-
sued till now even if they miss an explicit mean field dynamics
and/or the chiral phase transition.

However we notice that while the v2(pT ) appears to be to-
tally independent on the presence of the NJL-field once the η/s
is kept fixed, the time evolution of ⟨v2⟩ still shows a slightly re-

S. Plumari et al. / Physics Letters B 689 (2010) 18–22 21

Fig. 2. Left: Average elliptic flow as a function of time for Au + Au collisions in the mid-rapidity region |y| < 1 at b = 7 fm. Right: time evolution of the average transverse
momentum for the same case as in the left panel. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this Letter.)

chiral phase transition, but they simply acquire the mass of the
quarks not contributing to its determination according to the NJL
model. The justification for this choice relies on the quasi-particle
models that are fitted to lQCD thermodynamics [35,36]. One finds
a similar behavior of M(T ) for both gluons and quarks approxi-
mately. Of course for a more quantitative calculation a more careful
treatment would be needed but it is not relevant to the main
objective of the present seminal work, considering also that any-
way the NJL model cannot be used for an accurate quantitative
study.

In Fig. 2(left) it is shown the time evolution of the average ellip-
tic flow ⟨v2⟩ for a constant transport cross section of σtr = 10 mb
a typical value that is able to reproduce the amount of v2 ob-
served in experiments [20]. Comparing the two solid lines (black
and green) we can see that the NJL mean field cause a decrease of
⟨v2⟩ of about 15%. The reduction of ⟨v2⟩ can be expected con-
sidering that the NJL field produce a scalar attractive field that
at the phase transition results in a gas of massive particles. In
Fig. 3, we show also the elliptic flow at freeze-out as a func-
tion of the transverse momentum pT . One can see that the role
of the mean field even increases with momentum affecting also
particles at a pT quite larger than the energy scale of the scalar
condensate ⟨ψψ̄⟩ ∼ 300 MeV. This is due to the fact that a high-
pT particle collides mainly with the much more abundant parti-
cles in the bulk. These have an average momentum comparable to
the strength of the scalar field: pT ∼ 2T ∼ Mc . Therefore the ef-
fect of the scalar field extends thanks to collisions into a range
quite larger than one would naively think and the interplay be-
tween collisions and mean field is fundamental. We find that the
presence of an NJL-field that drives the chiral phase transition sup-
press the v2(pT ) by about 20% at pT > 1 GeV. This would imply
the need of a parton scattering cross section σtr even larger than
that estimated with the cascade model which was already quite
larger than the pQCD estimates [25,37]. On the other hand the
mean field modifies both the local entropy density reduced by the
mass generation, and the shear viscosity that increases as shown
in Fig. 1(right). Therefore even if the cross section is the same with
and without the NJL field the system evolves with a different η/s.
Considering that one of the main goal is to determine the η/s of
the QGP we have investigated what is the action of the mean field
once the η/s of the system is fixed to be the same by mean of the
cross section renormalization according to Eq. (8). Therefore we
have run simulations with and without the NJL-field but keeping
constant locally the η/s.

Fig. 3. As in Fig. 2 for the elliptic flow as a function of pT . (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this Letter.)

The results for 4πη/s = 1 are shown by dashed lines in Figs. 2
and 3, the (black) dashed line is the case with only the collision
term (cascade) while the (green) dashed line is the case with the
field. We can see that once the η/s is fixed there is essentially no
difference in the calculations with and without a field dynamics
included. This is seen for both the average ⟨v2⟩ and the v2(pT )
in Figs. 2(left) and 3 respectively. This is a key result that shows
that even in a microscopic approach that distinguishes between
the mean field and the collisional dynamics the v2(pT ) is mainly
driven by the η/s of the fluid. In other words we have found
that in a microscopic approach the η/s is the pertinent parame-
ter and the language of viscous hydrodynamics is appropriate. Of
course this does not mean that v2(pT ) in the transport theory is
the same of the viscous hydrodynamics one, but that, and even
more importantly, the direct relation between v2(pT ) and η/s is
quite general and their relation is not modified by the NJL field
dynamics. We have checked that this is valid also at other impact
parameter (b = 3,5,9 fm) and for larger η/s up to π−1. This is of
course very important for the determination of η/s by mean of the
data on elliptic flow and confirms the validity of the studies pur-
sued till now even if they miss an explicit mean field dynamics
and/or the chiral phase transition.

However we notice that while the v2(pT ) appears to be to-
tally independent on the presence of the NJL-field once the η/s
is kept fixed, the time evolution of ⟨v2⟩ still shows a slightly re-

Effects)of)a2rac5ve)scalar)poten5al)in)quark)ma2er)

Plumari,)Baran,)Di)Tori,)Ferini,)and)Greco,)PLB)689,)18)(2010)))

" )Ahrac8ve)scalar)poten8al)reduces)v2)of)both)quark)and)an8quark.)
" )Effects)are)reduced)when)parton)scahering)cross)sec8on)is)large.)
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Quark)and)an5quark)poten5als)in)QGP)(I))

" )NJL)model)[Bratovic,)Hatsuda)&)Weise,)PLB)719,)131)(2013)])
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Quark)and)an5quark)poten5als)in)QGP)(II))

" )Quark)mass)is)modified)by)the)quark)condensate))

)))$)ahrac8ve)scalar)poten8al)on)both)quark)and)an8quark)
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Effects)of)vector)poten5al)in)quark)ma2er))

" )Time)(electric))component)of)vector)poten8al)increases)quark)but)decreases))
)))an8quark)ellip8c)flows.)
" )Space)(magne8c))component)of)vector)poten8al)has)a)similar)effect)at)low)pT))
)))but)an)opposite)effect)at)high)pT.)
" )Net)effect)of)vector)poten8al:)larger)quark)than)an8quark)ellip8c)flows.)

Using)mu)=)md)=)3.6)MeV,)ms)=)87)MeV,)GΛ2)=)3.6,)KΛ5)=)8.9,)Λ)=)750)MeV)

Ini8al)parton)distribu8ons)from)AMPT)))))))))))

Song,)Plumari,)Greco,)Ko)&)Li,))
arXiv:1211.5511)
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Partonic)mean%field)effects)on)hadron)and)an5hadon)v2)

" )Using)recombina8on)(coalescence))model)
)))to)produce)hadrons)(proton,)lambda,)kaon))
)))and)their)anitpar8cles)from)quarks)and))
)))an8quarks)at)hadroniza8on.))

" )Smaller)an8quark)than)quark)v2)leads)to))
)))smaller)v2)for)an8proton)than)proton,))
)))an8lambda)than)lambda,)and)K$)than)K+.)

" )Rela8ve)v2)differences)between)proton))
)))and)an8proton,)lambda)and)an8lambda,))
)))increase)almost)linearly)with)the)))
)))strength)of)quark)vector)interac8on.))

" )Rela8ve)v2)difference)between)K+)and)K$)
)))decreases)with)the)strength)of)quark))
)))vector)interac8on.)

(g)=)2/3)GV))

gv/G=0.16)
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Effects)of)hadronic)evolu5on))
(mean)fields)+)sca2ering))

" )Before)hadronic)evolu8on)
))))$)nucleons)have)larger)v2)than))
))))))an8nucleons)
))))$)K$)have)larger)v2)than)K+))

Rv=GV/G)

Jun,)Song,)Ko)&)Li,)arXiv:1308:1753;))
PRL,)in)press)

" )Aper)hadronic)evolu8on)))
))))$)v2)increases)for)all)hadrons)
))))$)v2)of)nucleons)remains)larger)than))
)))))))that)of)an8nucleons)
))))$)v2)of)K+)becomes)larger)than)that)of)K$)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
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Charged)hadron)ellip5c)flow))

" )Sensi8ve)to)parton)cross)sec8on)→)1)mb)to)reproduce)data)
" )Insensi8ve)to)partonic)vector)mean)fields)
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Rela5ve)v2)difference)including)both)partonic)and)hadronic)poten5als)

" )Finite)partonic)vector)mean)field)with)Gv/G=0.5)$1.1)is)needed)))))
)))to)describe)STAR)data.)
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Effects)of)vector)interac5on)on)QCD)phase)diagram)

" )Loca8on)of)cri8cal)point)depends)strongly)on)GV;)moving)to)lower)temperature))
)))and)larger)baryon)chemical)poten8al)as)GV)increases.)
" )Cri8cal)point)disappears)for)GV)>)0.6)G.)
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